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Thomas McNish When a caller enters *67 on his phone before dialing his number, the caller ID will simply tell Private. While there are legitimate reasons to call someone with a private number, caller ID blocking can also be used negatively. If you are a victim of a prank or are being persecuted, there are several ways you can find out who
is hiding behind that private number and call him back. Dial *69. This will automatically call back the last person who has dialed your number. Although it can't work every time private numbers, it's a good place to start. Contact T-Mobile Customer Service by dialing 611 from your mobile phone or 1-877-453-1304 from any other phone. Ask
the representative to speak to the annoying table and explain that you are receiving harassing calls. T-Mobile can put traps on your line, and when you receive a call from a private number, just dial *57. Then you can get a number and call the person back. Sign up for a service called TrapCall. (See Resource link) For a small monthly fee,
you can disclose blocked numbers that make phone calls. Just click Ignore when receiving an incoming call; then the number will be redirected to the TrapCall database. In a few minutes the number will ring you, and you can call the person back. Contact your local law enforcement agency if you think your health, property or loved ones
are at risk. The police can put a footprint on your line and find out who's calling you. You may or may not call a person, depending on the nature of the calls and local department policy, but if the calls are legally serious, you should probably allow the police to handle it anyway. Last night I received one of those phone calls everyone was
afraid to get in the middle of the night: an emergency happened with a family member :( It turns out my uncle - who has been in and out of the hospital for years with heart problems - was finally on his last leg and was expected to pass any time during the night. My mom invited us kids to shoot him last time and say goodbye, so we quickly
did it and it was one of the weirdest/hardest calls I probably had to make. What do you say to someone who will move to another world at that time? I never had the chance to actually say goodbye until someone was leaving (my grandparents had gone through their sleep), so needless to say that was quite surreal. All I've tried to do is get
him to laugh last time and let him know how much we love him and that we'll see him again one day soon (though he says he'll be below, and we're above, haha.. he was a pretty trouble maker back in the day ;)) The next day my parents flew out there hoping to catch him last time before the inevitable, and not only did they do it and say
your farewells personally, but they learned something something Amazing: HE WASN'T DYING!!!! Apparently, they had a new on-call doctor on stage who mistakenly read their marks incorrectly and thus turned off panic and sadness. So while he's still, in fact, deteriorating because of his bad heart, unfortunately they now say that he will
actually have a whole year or so left until it's time to worry again. Incredible! The reason I'm telling you all this? MAKE SURE YOU LIVE YOUR LIFE! I know that we all want to rock it and be extraordinarily rich for our dreams, but at the end of the day money is the last thing we probably care about when it's time to go. Yes, it's important to
pay attention too much, and so you want to have items in place if emergency hits (just ask my poor friend Ashley, who recently lost his father and had to deal with embarrassing finances on top of all this), but really it's all about feeling like you've lived a happy and rewarding life. At least from what I collected... If this changes and there will
be blogs after life, I will definitely confirm that ;) All I know is that now my uncle appreciates life more than anything else. To be told that you die within a few hours, and then getting a 1 year extension is not just an understanding for me. What would you do with the extra years of your life??? What can you do NOW, and you (hope) have a
lot more left than that?? Are you happy? Personally, I would take a day off obsessing about money, as I did, and reflect on some of these issues instead. I really don't want to wake up one day (my last day) and feel like I haven't lived any! It may be time to update that ol' bucket list, and I didn't take it too much. What a turning point... ---
(Lel4nd photo) Jay likes to talk about money, collect coins, blow up hip-hop and hang out with his three beautiful boys. You can check all his online projects jmoney.biz. Thank you for reading the blog! We can't hide behind an email. Why? Real business relationships are formed in two ways, says business-turned-investor Mark Suster:
personally and by phone. Dude knows how to keep the phoner succinct and effective, so let's he heed his call for a better call. 1) Get readyYou don't have to be a politician to talk points in your pocket, or maybe get more acquainted, write off before you call. In Suster's description, it prep how journalists do phone interviews: sketch out the
points you want to cover, ask that you do, and how long you have. This gives your call an anchor. The best interviews are conversations, but, as Miles Davis might say, proper improvisation requires a lot of preparation.2) Open with banterLeaping on a hard sales ground is awkward, observes Suster, so start soft: although you can consider
yourself too cool to talk about the weather, asking, is another man is an easy way to create empathy and joint investment. But if the rapport isn't growing, it's getting into business time.3) To be explicitOnce banter buffer was built, shift to the issue at hand and let the other person know what it is (they can't read their thoughts, especially on
the phone). Suster says you need to say something like listening, the reason I call is ...-which is direct because it is useful and helps each of you align your interests. And if you don't have a specific ask, you can say something simple as I just hope to get 10 minutes of your time to say what we're up to so that the next opportunity we have
to meet down the line you have more understanding. Yes, you are happy with your business, but the phone call is a dialogue, not a monologue. This is bad enough personally, but I promise you if you do this over the phone the recipient will start to tune in, Suster says: If you listen carefully you will probably even hear a keyboard tap. To
avoid this, you can pause your pitch to ask if they are with you, and maybe collect feedback that will make you smarter in the next call.5) Know your demand Don't ask for four things or anything you get, Suster quips, and your one request should be obvious, easily accessible.6) Know the relationship Do not ask for a high favor that you
have a strained relationship. Suster says. Your network is not just a number of nodes, we learned; it's the quality of the relationship.7) Know timelineAssume it won't be the only time in your life that you talk to them, Suster says that you don't need to fit everything into one conversation. If you nurture good long-term relationships through
patience, perseverance and reciprocity, there will be many more opportunities, says Suster, echoing the principles of networking without scum.8) Keep it shortYour reputation is the sum of the interactions that people have with you. Callers are part of this process, Suster says: When you think of your relationship with a person, how
relationships you build over time and too many calls, discussions, chat conferences or what you realize, you need to know that respect for others in time. If you're known as a person who's always long-winded, it's less likely that you'll get multiple calls to your calendar. Less is better, I promise. Hat tip: Both sides of the table [Phone Call:
Everett Collection via Shutterstock] TheStreet's Scott Mortiz announces that Google plans to sell its phone. The device will supposedly run on Android (of course) and will be on sale in retail stores this year (and hey, that means soon-not very much in 2009 left). This would be an unlocked phone that would run at AT&amp;amp;; T, T-
Mobile, and most carriers around the world, and Google is supposedly undertaking a project to get more device integration into their services. Moritz bases his story on a report by analyst Ashok Kumar, who says he spoke with hardware companies involved in bringing the product to market. According to this GigaOM post, Kumar also
says that Google will release a netbook (probably running Chrome OS) next year, and that both the phone and netbook will benefit Qualcomm's Snapdragon processor. Despite the confident tone of Mortiz's piece, my instinct is to be skeptical about Google's prospect of entering the phone business. Android is starting to take off as a
platform because of its enthusiastic take on a whole bunch of companies, including Verizon, Motorola, HTC, and others. Don't they rather see Google as a partner rather than a competitor? Even if Google went to extreme lengths to avoid preferential treatment for giving its device, it must leave other Android fans feeling restless, and
possibly eyes on other options. Then there is the notion that the GooglePhone will be sold unlocked, not through carriers. I myself am a fan of unlocked phones and will gladly pay a premium for 'em. However, the market for unlocked phones is small in the US, anyway, because the prices are much higher than the offers you can get by
signing up for contracts. Google is Google, it can pull the game-changing step to make it available for an unlocked phone, but you have to think that doing this would make your partners even happier. I may be doubtful, but I hope that Google doesn't release my phone. In addition to the abundance of iPhone apps, the biggest advantage of
the iPhone against competition is the fluidity of integration of the hardware device and iTunes-related services alone. Many companies are trying to ape Apple's hardware and software services at a level of integration, and very few even get close. But that's ultimately a noble goal, and I'd love to see what Google would do with Android if its
only goal was to make the best Google phone possible. It's driving other Android fans to bonkers, but it can (A) make users very happy, and (B) keep Apple on it toes... This story, Phone that Google can call your own? originally published as Technologizer. Note: When you buy something by clicking on links in our articles, we can earn a
small commission. For more information, please read our partner reference policy. Information.
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